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ABSTRACT
DATA ANALYTICS FOR MACHINERY VIBRATION
Sunil Sirimalla, M.S.
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Dr. Abhijit Gupta, Director.

Production and manufacturing technology-related companies are more and more opting
for condition-based maintenance of their machines. It requires a monitoring system which
collects data from the machines through the sensors placed in them. This data can be analyzed
for any deterioration of the components of the machine so the maintenance of those components
can be done before catastrophic failure. Traditional approach of maintenance based on fixed
time intervals may be cost ineffective. It may be noted that the trend of decreasing cost for
sensors and data storage led to collection of inordinate amount of data. This posed the challenge
of so-called data analytics. This thesis involves data analytics for machinery condition
monitoring. A machinery fault simulator instrumented with vibration sensors will be used to
collect the data to be used for data analytics. NI LabVIEW and VisualBasic are mainly used for
analysis of the deteriorating performance of the components.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
A machine runs on multiple components in connection. It has numerous sensors for the
performance analysis and condition monitoring to detect the failure or to predict the damage in
early stage to prevent failure of the whole product or machine. It’s hard to place a sensor at every
component to check its fatigue or to monitor its performance as it would be highly expensive or
the machine might be too complex to accommodate huge number of sensors.
It is known that multiple sensors are placed in a machine to closely monitor each
component’s performance. They pop out a failure indication if there is a deterioration in the
performance of the part beyond its threshold limits.
For example, the ‘check engine’ light turns on when there is a problem detected in an
automobile. If the performance of the ignition coil is low, it is to be replaced with the new part.
But, the damage can be just a wiring connections, repair can be effective rather than replacement.
This phenomenon gives the idea of data analysis of the vibration signatures for various
possible defects to trace out the exact problem to avoid the unnecessary costs. This thesis
involves the motivation of data analysis with minimal number of sensors.
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1.2 Condition-Based Monitoring
Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a phenomenon used by industry to manage the
health condition of parts and components of the machine in order to perform maintenance only
when it is needed and at the most opportune times. CBM can reduce operating costs and increase
the safety of assets requiring maintenance (Southwest Research Institute, 2015).
It is definite that all equipment will deteriorate its performance either to partial or complete
loss in its function. It monitors the condition or performance of equipment through various
technologies. The data is collected, analyzed, trended, and used to project equipment failures.
Once the timing of equipment failure is known, action can be taken to prevent or delay failure. In
this way, the reliability of the equipment can remain high (International Atomic Energy Agency,
2007).
Many parameters such as vibration, pressure, temperature, etc., can be considered for the
condition based monitoring from which the vibration is considered as the vital part for this
research.
This process is generally used to reduce maintenance costs by improving equipment
reliability and predictability. It minimizes environmental impact through good machinery
condition. (SKF, 2015).

1.3 Data Generation
Data generation is the next big issue to condition monitoring. It can be generated from the
sensors using equipment like data acquisition (DAQ) devices, strain indicators, pressure gauges,
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etc., which help in bridging the connection between the machine and the analysis software such
as Matlab, NI LabVIEW, VibrationView. The vibration signatures can be read through the
sensors like accelerometers which are connected to the DAQs using cables and then to the
computers with the software in it. NI LabVIEW is considered for analyzing data in this thesis.
Data generation is done in the form of LabVIEW Measurement files (LVM) which can be
able to read by Microsoft Excel. The data can also be generated in the form of Excel workbooks
which can be exported from NI LabVIEW according to the requirement.

1.4 Literature Review
Najafabadi et al. (2015) discussed about deep learning in data mining and machining with its
applications in Big Data Analytics which includes semantic indexing and discriminative tasks in
semantic tagging. The challenges in big data analytics were also discussed such as the high
dimensional and non-stationary data sets including large scale models.
Ryszard Nowicki (2014) discussed about the operating states and conditions in condition
monitoring system in his article on “Multi State Analysis in Condition Monitoring Systems”. He
discussed about the CMS Hardware Bently Nevada Hydro Monitor and its environmental
variable dependence.
Moshage et al. (1993) described about the predictive maintenance of a machine through
Vibration Analysis. It consists of unbalances, misalignments, rotor eccentricity, etc.
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1.5 Objective
The objective of this thesis is to minimize the number of sensors for the failure prediction of
various components in the machine. This can be only possible by data analysis of the vibration
signatures using the trend detection methods.
A Machinery fault simulator is used to generate the vibration signatures of the damaged
components. The data is taken using the accelerometers which are connected to the DAQs. They
deliver the data to the NI LabVIEW software which analyze the data to generate the required
format and export it to Excel workbooks. Those Excel workbooks are then analyzed for the
required format of trending analysis and then verified to validate the results through Visual Basic
(.NET) to predict the failure. This is the primary approach of this research.

CHAPTER 2: DATA GENERATION

2.1 Data Generation – Parameters
Data generation requires a machine to collect the data from. As the machine cannot be
stopped for analysis which may incur losses, a working medium is required which can perform
all the operations that of a machine to deliver the same results.
A Machinery Fault Simulator (MFS) is used as a medium for the data generation. MFS is
a tool used to study the common faults of a machine without compromising production schedules
(SpectraQuest, Inc, 2015). It is a benchtop model containing a motor driven shaft with
detachable rotors. The shaft is supported by two mountings with ball bearings placed on them.
This machine can be used to study the possible damages due to the bearings, couplings,
mountings, eccentric loads, rotors, etc. Figure 1 is the SpectraQuest Machinery fault simulator
used for the analysis.
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Figure 1 SpectraQuest Machinery Fault Simulator (SpectraQuest, Inc, 2015)

Data generation also requires the medium to generate the data from the vibration
signatures of the MFS. The accelerometers do the job by converting the vibration signatures to
the potential difference and then the readings are transmitted to the DAQs which read the voltage
and convert the signals back to the vibration amplitudes with respect to time. PCB Piezotronics
Accelerometers are used for the further analysis in this research.
NI LabVIEW is a platform-based programming environment developed by National
Instruments (NI) with graphical syntax which helps to code engineering systems by making it
visually clear to understand (National Instruments Corporation, 2015). NI produces DAQ
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devices for the integrated signal conditioning and precision timing. A BNC cable is used as a
bridge between the accelerometers and the NI DAQ devices.
Figure 2 shows the NI DAQ 9234, PCB Accelerometer and the BNC cable.

Figure 2 NI DAQ 9234, PCB Accelerometer 333B30, BNC cable (in order from left to right)

2.2 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup includes MFS, Accelerometers, BNC cables, NI DAQ, NI
LabVIEW in order of data generation.
The Machinery fault simulator (MFS) is attached with four PCB Piezotronics 333B30
Accelerometers at two locations (first on mounting1 near rotor1, second on mounting2 near
rotor2). The accelerometers are connected to the NI DAQ 9234 through the BNC cables. The NI
DAQ is then connected to the computer which has NI LabVIEW installed in it.
LabVIEW works on graphical interpretation of the programmed syntax. It has two
windows, a front panel (FP) which interprets the user interface (UI) in the form user accessible
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dialogs and actions and a block diagram (BD) where the programmer develops a syntax for the
required action to be taken place. Simplification is achieved by placing the virtual instruments
(VIs) with inbuilt codes on the block diagram. LabVIEW receives the data from the
accelerometers to convert it into the time domain amplitude based waveform graphs. The data
from the DAQ device can be analyzed to convert the time domain graph to frequency domain
graphs using fast Fourier transform (FFT) VI available in the software. It is then exported to
Excel workbooks through the Write to Measurement VI.
Figure 3 shows the experimental setup of the data analysis procedure.

Figure 3 Experimental Setup of Machinery Fault Simulator
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2.3 Flow
Figure 4 is the flow chart representation of the data generation process and analysis of the
obtained results.

Figure 4 Process Flow of Data Generation and Analysis
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2.4 Input Parameters
Several input parameters are considered for the data analytics of the machinery vibration
from the MFS. Various components and parameters used for the analysis process are listed
below:
Machinery Fault Simulator (SpectraQuest, Inc)
Motor Speed Range

0 – 3000 RPM which implies a frequency range of 0 – 50 Hz

NI Data Acquisition Device (National Instruments Corporation)
Model

NI9234

Voltage Range

-5V to +5V

Sampling rate

2560Hz

Accelerometer (PCB Piezotronics)
Model

333B30

Sensitivity

100mV/g

Frequency Range

0 – 5000Hz

Multiple iterations are conducted on each of the possible defective cases to ensure high
quality readings are obtained.
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2.5 Block Diagram
The block diagram is one of the two working windows of NI LabVIEW. It is generally
the programmer’s window which has all the functions required for the generation of a system or
a circuitry between different virtual instruments (VI). The NI DAQ 9234 also has a VI in
LabVIEW to operate different functions from the collected data. Figure 5 is the block diagram
which is used to generate the required data and export it into Excel worksheet format.

Figure 5 Block Diagram with Syntax Required for Data Generation

The block diagram has a DAQ Assistant VI in the left which acts as a VI for NI9234. The
signals from the DAQ Assistant VI are split into two select signal VIs as the data from DAQ
device is a combination of vibration signatures from two accelerometers. Each select signal VI
acts as a single DAQ with one separated signal. A waveform graph is generated from each select
signal VI to display the time domain graph to the user. Signals from the select signal VI are then
directed to spectral measurements VI. The spectral measurement VI converts a time domain
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signal to frequency domain signal by applying fast Fourier transform to the equations. The
resultant is the frequency domain graph with Frequency (Hz) on the horizontal axis and the
frequency response function (FRF) on the vertical axis. Those signals along with the time
domain graph are exported to Excel worksheets at a required location through the specific file
path. This operation is done through the Write to Measurement File VI. An additional option is
added to the block diagram which can alert the user when a deterioration in the vibration
signature occurs in the experimental procedure, mask and limits testing VI alerts by either
beeping or switching on the LED light when the magnitude of the FRF exceeds the preset
threshold limits.

2.6 Front Panel
Front panel is the second working window which is also a UI to the user. The waveform
graphs and the user control actions/functions are available in the functions palette of the front
panel. Here, the waveform graphs for the time domain signal and the frequency domain signal
are placed for each of the accelerometer and the LED light (Boolean) is also placed as a
threshold limit exceed indicator. The front panel used for the thesis is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Front Panel for User Controls

The two graphs on the left in the figure are the time domain signals which are directly
obtained from the DAQ device, the other two graphs on the right are the frequency domain
graphs obtained by applying FFTs to the time signal. The green light in the center displays the
threshold limit exceed signal.

2.7 Frequency Response Function
Frequency response function (FRF) is a transfer function expressed in frequency domain.
It is a complex function which has real and imaginary parts and is represented in terms of
magnitude and phase. FRF can be formed either through equations or through measured data.
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Considering a linear system as follows:
Input Force F (ω)

Transfer Function H(ω)

Displacement Response X (ω)

X (ω) = H (ω). F (ω)
H (ω) = X (ω) / F (ω)
The Figure 7 is a sample FRF.

Figure 7 Sample Frequency Response Function (FRF) (Memunity, 2015)

The FRF consists of multiple peaks which demonstrate the modes. For example, a
machine running at 600RPM exhibits FRF peaks at 10Hz, 20Hz, and 30Hz and so on. The FFT
peaks at the multiples of frequency are identified as 1X, 2X, 3X peaks.
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2.8 Observation
The obtained FRF is a key tool used for the data analysis of the machinery vibration
signatures from the MFS. Magnitudes of FRF peaks are considered for the analysis procedure.
The accelerometers used in the experiments are identified as A1 and A2 and the time
domain and frequency domain graphs are identified accordingly.

CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Damage Conditions and Speeds
This study looks for different types of possible damage conditions in a machine. Some of
the damage conditions considered for analysis are as follows:
– Eccentric load of 10grams on rotor1
– Eccentric load of 10 grams on rotor2
– Eccentric load of 20grams on rotor1
– Eccentric load of 20 grams on rotor2
– Defective ball bearing near rotor2
– Combination of defective ball bearing and an eccentric load at rotor2
– Defective combo bearing near rotor2
– Combination of defective combo bearing and an eccentric load at rotor2
3.1.1 Eccentric load of 10 grams on rotor1:
This damage condition says that a freely rotating shaft which has two rotors on it tend to
alter the performance if there is any damage in the rotor or increase in centrifugal force due to an
addition of eccentric load on the rotor. This resultant force leads to an increase in the amplitude
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which makes a considerable damage condition. Here, an eccentric load of 10grams is added to
the rotor1 which is located near to the motor resulting in more centrifugal force to the rotor in
motion. As we know, F=meω2, where,
F = centrifugal force due to the eccentric load (N)
m = mass attached (Kg)
e = eccentricity (distance between the screw to the center of the rotor) (meters)
ω = speed of the motor (RPM)
The load is actually a screw of mass 10grams as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Eccentric Load of 10grams on Rotor1
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3.1.2 Eccentric load of 10grams on rotor2:
This is a damage condition with the eccentric load of 10grams on the rotor2 which is
referred to the rotor which is at the far end of the shaft with respect to the motor.
3.1.3 Eccentric load of 20grams on rotor1:
As we know now that 10grams can create a considerable damage condition. To increase
the severity of the damage, an additional load of 10grams is added to the previous load making it
20grams which is very huge for the machinery fault simulator. Here, the load of 20grams is
added to the rotor which is close to the motor.
3.1.4 Eccentric load of 20grams on rotor2:
This damage condition has an eccentric load on rotor which is on the far end of the shaft
with respect to motor. This load increases the severity but also has a different impact on the
vibration signatures when compared to the load on rotor1.
3.1.5 Defective ball bearing near rotor2:
As the rotors are considered as reference, the mounting for the shaft which has bearing in
it to support the shaft is replaced with a defective part. This defective part has one defective ball
in it which has a capability of creating disturbance in the signal as well as the noise during the
operation. Though it is easy to hear the noise when the machine has less number of parts, it is
hard to determine the particular bearing among the available bearings in the machine. Here, we
have two bearings supporting the shaft.
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3.1.6 Combination of defective ball bearing and an eccentric load at rotor2:
The defective ball bearing is already a severe damage, and now an additional eccentric
load is added to the rotor to increase the severity index. A load of 10grams is added to the rotor2
in this case.
3.1.7 Defective combo bearing near rotor2:
Now that the defective ball bearing is a severe damage. A combo bearing is introduced to
alter the severity of the damage. It can have multiple defects such as a combination of defective
ball and the inner race of the bearing which is the property of faulty combo bearing used in this
study. So, this bearing can exhibit any type of variation in the vibration signatures which are to
be studied. This bearing is placed on the mounting at the far end of the shaft near rotor2
replacing the good one.
3.1.8 Combination of defective combo bearing and an eccentric load at rotor2:
With the increased complexity of the damage due to the combo bearing, an additional
eccentric load of 10grams is added to the rotor2. This type of damage has a capability to exhibit
either low deterioration in the vibration signatures or very high vibrations which depends upon
the combination of speed and type of defect.

3.2 Results – Front Panel
All these tests are conducted with the above mentioned damage conditions using
necessary equipment to get the vibration signatures in NI LabVIEW. Following front panel
shows the time domain and the frequency domain graphs. The time domain graphs are the
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periodic amplitudes of the vibrating components whereas the frequency domain graphs are the
FFT peaks at the intervals of the rotation speed.
Figure 9 shows the front panel of the machine running at 1500RPM with no external
loads or damages. The peaks are found at the frequencies 25Hz, 50Hz, 75Hz and so on. The
frequencies are the multiples of the converted speed of the motor (1Hz = 60RPM). Out of the
observed peaks of the frequency domain graph, the 1X, 2X, 3X peaks are considered for the data
analysis.

Figure 9 Results: Front Panel No Load at 1500RPM
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Figure 10 shows the comparison of the FFT peaks of different damage conditions. The
1X, 2X, 3X peaks have their unique magnitudes which are to be studied for their behavior at
different speeds.

Figure 10 Results: Comparison for Different Damage Conditions

3.3 Results – A1 Graph
The complexity of the analysis increases with the increase in the number of components
required to measure. To simplify the analysis procedure, the frequency domain graphs of the
accelerometer A1 are considered first. The graphs of the A1 frequency domain placed under
comparison are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11 Results: Frequency Domain Graphs of A1 for Different Damage Conditions

Figure 11 shows the behavior of the accelerometer A1 readings at a particular speed
when different damage conditions are considered. Each of the damage condition exhibit unique
signatures of 1X, 2X, 3X peaks. This procedure makes too difficult for the user to analyze the
data either statistically or visually. So, the data is exported to the Excel format sheets which are
rather easy to view and also easy to formulate.

3.4 Peak Detection and MS Excel Worksheets
Now, the converted data is used to identify the magnitude of the FFT peaks from the
numbers obtained. The peaks are obtained by finding the highest number in a group of
consequent columns. The worksheets of frequency domain graphs contain four columns with the
frequency and corresponding FRF magnitude for the accelerometers A1 and A2 respectively. For
every speed of the motor, the 1X, 2X, 3X peaks are considered for the data analysis procedure.
The speeds tested in this thesis are 600RPM, 900RPM, 1200RPM and 1500RPM for a varied
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behavioral analysis of different damage conditions when compared to the no load (no failure)
condition.
Figure 12 shows the graph comparing 1X peaks of all the damage conditions at different
speeds. The horizontal axis represents speed of the motor in RPM whereas vertical axis indicates
the magnitude of the 1X FFT peak of all damage conditions. The data can be viewed as a
complex analysis questionnaire as it is hard to find out the behavior of the damaged parts.

Figure 12 Results: Comparison 1X Peaks of all Damage Conditions
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3.5 Comparison of Peaks 1X2X3X
The comparison of peaks 1X2X3X is done for the trend detection of the vibration of the
machine components for the combination of different speeds and different damage conditions.
Figure 13 shows the table of the peaks collected from each worksheet of data.

Figure 13 Results: Table of Peaks Collected from Damage Conditions at all Operating Speeds

Figure 13 has three divisions in which the upper part relates to the 1X peaks, the middle
relates to the 2X and the lower relates to the 3X peaks. All damage conditions are covered in the
table with required data for the analysis. This data is used for the trend observation by plotting
graphs for the required information. Various graphs are drawn to indicate the trend of the
behavior of the damaged parts out of which, some are discussed in the Data Analysis chapter.

CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS

4.1 Damage Condition Analysis
The first step of the analysis is to compare the data with the no load conditions of the
MFS at all speeds required. The 1X, 2X, 3X peaks are compared to their corresponding no load
condition to find out the actual ratio of their magnitudes. Then the comparison between different
damage conditions is compared for the detection of the pattern or identifying any behavioral
similarities for different damages introduced. All the damage conditions are analyzed for all
possible ways of behavior identification. Some of those are elaborated and explained as follows.
During this analysis, it is understood that the 1X peak plays the major role as it is the first
mode which is responsible for the changes in the structure and also in the stress concentration
during the experimental procedure. So, the 1X peak is mostly the peak with highest magnitude to
that of all other peaks in the graph.
4.1.1 Comparison Big Load Vs No Load
As it is not feasible to compare the data with respect to the multiple Excel sheets. So,
graphical method is opted for the trend identification. It is observed that the eccentric load
exhibits a parabolic path where the force is directly proportional to the square of motor speed.
Several data points are considered from the big load damage condition in this case.
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The plot of the big eccentric load at rotor2 is drawn against the operating speeds. The
graph looks as in Figure 14.

Figure 14 Comparison Big Load Vs No Load

Figure 14 describes the path followed by the 1X, 2X, 3X peaks of the damage condition
compared to that of the no load condition. It is clear that the 1X peak is the dominant factor. But
it is also necessary to observe the behavior of the 2X and 3X peaks to avoid any similarities of
the 1X peaks with other damage conditions.
All the possible damage conditions are analyzed in the same pattern to check for the
significance with physical properties. Though these tests were conducted with high precision, it
is hard to avoid the frictional and environmental energy losses. Thus, the experimental results
produced have shown a deviation from the expected path.
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4.1.2 Comparison at 1200RPM
As the data has been analyzed for all damage conditions with respect to speeds. It is time
to analyze the data and its varied behavior at a particular speed. One of the operating speeds is
considered for the evaluation and all the damage conditions are plotted to check the severity
index of the damages compared to others. This way, they can be classified according to the
severity and its effect on the machine in terms of fatigue life of the components and the
performance or functioning of the machine.
Figure 15 shows the comparison of the damage conditions at 1200RPM. This plot says
that the effect of 1X peak of eccentric load on the rotor is higher than that of the ball bearing
damage. Whereas, the combination of both the damages has its 1X peak twice to that of the
resultant of the damage individually. Same kind of analysis is done to find the severity index of
each damage condition and then placed in order of preference and their ability to alter the
performance of the machine.

Figure 15Comparison of damage conditions at 1200RPM
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4.1.3 Comparison at 1200RPM Ball Bearing Vs Combo Bearing
Looking for the severity index becomes complex when there are two kinds of damages
with minimal difference in the condition. Like for a ball bearing and a combo bearing defects,
just a defective inner race is placed which has an ability to alter the performance of the bearing.
Figure 16 shows the difference between a defective ball bearing and a combo bearing at
1200RPM. It is clear that the combo bearing exhibits less severity compared to the ball bearing
which can be unusual, but this can happen if the two damages in the combo bearing are effecting
the system in different ways. The inner race and the ball have their orientations in opposite
directions which reduced the magnitude of the FFT peak.

Figure 16 Comparison between Ball Bearing and Combo Bearing with Small Eccentric Load at 1200RPM
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4.2 Analyzer File
The Analyzer file is the Excel sheet which is prepared from the analysis of the 1X, 2X,
3X peaks of the damage conditions at all speeds measured. The peaks are calculated for the ratio
difference of the magnitude value of the peak of a damage condition to that of the peak at no
load condition. This way, the ratios of all the peaks are obtained according to their respective no
load conditions which makes the result of the trend analysis of the data obtained from the MFS.
The data from the analyzer file is used to determine the range of the possible values for the
corresponding damage condition.
Figure 17 has three damage conditions ball bearing with small eccentric load, combo
bearing with no eccentric load and combo bearing with small eccentric load. Let’s consider the
ball bearing with small eccentric load, it has its A1 and A2 peaks for 1X, 2X, 3X Speeds which
have a column to the right of each case. Those columns are the ratio of the corresponding peak to
that of the no load condition. Here, the A2 FFT peak of the ball bearing defect with a small
eccentric load at its 1X peak at 600RPM is 21.51 times to that of the no load condition. Thus, the
range can be determined by identifying the maximum and minimum ratios so the damage
corresponding to the ratio falls into the required category. So, the ball bearing defect with a small
eccentric load will have its A1 FFT peak magnitudes as follows:
1X

6.5*(A1 1X no load) to 18.5*(A1 1X no load)

2X

1.44*(A1 2X no load) to 10.98*(A1 2X no load)

3X

0.64*(A1 3X no load) to 2.4*(A1 3X no load)
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Figure 17 Analyzer File

If the readings of the new test matches all of the three ratio conditions, the damage is
identified as defect in the ball bearing with a combination of small eccentric load on the rotor.
Thus, the ratios for each and every case is determined and applied for the data analysis.
As this process is hard to identify each and every condition, an object oriented program is coded
through Visual Basic .NET framework platform. It is discussed in the next chapter.

CHAPTER 5: VISUAL BASIC

5.1 Visual Basic
Visual basic is an engineered Microsoft .NET framework used to build type-safe and
object-oriented applications. It is fast and easy way to create .NET framework applications
(Microsoft Developer Network, 2015). As it is a GUI-based programming tool, the coding is
done according to the objects placed on the user window.
The user window consists of all the functions required such as the textboxes, buttons,
charts, etc., to place them into the form window and write the code accordingly as required for
the action to be performed.
This study used the ‘OpenFileDialog’ class for the file extraction and code has been
written to read the values in the file and detect the first three peaks and their corresponding
frequencies from it.

5.2 GUI Window Working Model
Form is the Graphical User Interface (GUI) window created for the actions required to be
performed upon request. Figure 18 is the GUI for the required action objects for the data analysis
validation of the damage conditions through Visual Basic.
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Figure 18 GUI Window (Form Created for Analysis)

Figure 18 contains the speeds of the motor preceded by a radio button for each speed.
The selected speed is displayed in the textbox on the right to ensure the correctness in the
required selection. The browse button is the action initiator upon the click of which the program
starts compiling to check for the damages in the file selected from the file path of the Excel
workbooks of all the conditions located.

5.3 Code Description
The Visual Basic code written is based on the action named ‘Browse.’ By the click of this
button after the selection of the desired speed from the options, the compiler directs the user to
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the file path where the Excel sheets of the data from the accelerometers are located. The user
chooses one of the files from those of the speed selected. Here, the user is unaware of the
damage conditions as the files are disguised and speed is the only feature visible. Once the user
selects a file, the compiler starts to check for the 1X, 2X, 3X peaks of A1 and A2 accelerometers
and their corresponding frequencies and also the FFT magnitudes.
Now, the compiler has the values of the FFT peak magnitudes and then they are
converted to the ratios with respect to their appropriate no load conditions. The ratios are then
checked for a match with all the damage conditions which have their preset possibility ration
ranges. Once the ratios of the selected file matches all of its 1X, 2X, 3X peaks to any of the
damages, the message pops out through a window describing the type of failure predicted or the
type of damage occurred in the functioning of the machine. The code also specifies the level of
severity so that the operator makes a decision on either repairing the part or to replace it.
Thus, the code built through this research predicts the failure of the parts or components
and also describes the location and severity of the problem.

CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

6.1 Email Notifications
The NI LabVIEW also has feature to alert the users through email when the operator is
off the test location. The threshold limits can be set and an email can be generated to alert the
operator if the limits are exceeded. This makes the data analysis more effective than the present
working models. The email can be set up using a secured network and a logged in user ID. The
LabVIEW code for the email notifications is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19 Email Notifications through NI LabVIEW
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Figure 19 describes the setup procedure for the email notifications to generate an email
alert when the magnitude of the desired signal exceeds the threshold limits so the operator or the
concerned engineer doesn’t have to be located at the system 24X7.

6.2 Conclusion
Through this thesis, an analytical model is developed to detect the failure of a particular
component in a machine using minimal number of sensors which makes it more cost effective
and reliable. Also combination of damages can be detected through the developed model.
Analysis of multiple damage conditions lead to an observation of differentiation between
different component’s vibration signatures.
Email notifications to the operator can be given when the performance of the components
get deteriorated (further research required).

6.3 Future Work
– An interface between MS Excel and Visual Studio can be made by creating a common
path directory for data storage and data extraction respectively.
– The manual analysis part can be automated so that the Visual Basic program can be
utilized for continuously changing speeds of the motor.
– The data files generated in the LabVIEW can be analyzed with applicable physics and
equation inputs to the analytical model to predict the failure of machine components.
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APPENDIX
Graphs used for Analysis
The following are the graphs used for the data analytics of machinery vibration.

Figure 20 No Load at 600RPM
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Figure 21 No Load at 900RPM

Figure 22 No Load at 1200RPM
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Figure 23 No Load at 1500RPM

Figure 24 Small Load A1 at 600RPM
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Figure 25 Small Load A1 at 900RPM

Figure 26 Small Load A1 at 1200RPM
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Figure 27 Small Load A1 at 1500RPM

Figure 28 Small Load A2 at 600RPM
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Figure 29 Small Load A2 at 900RPM

Figure 30 Small Load A2 at 1200RPM
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Figure 31 Small Load A2 at 1500RPM

Figure 32 Ball Bearing at 600RPM
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Figure 33 Ball Bearing at 900RPM

Figure 34 Ball Bearing at 1200RPM
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Figure 35 Ball Bearing at 1500RPM

Figure 36 Ball Bearing and Small Load at 600RPM
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Figure 37 Ball Bearing and Small Load at 900RPM

Figure 38 Ball Bearing and Small Load at 1200RPM
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Figure 39 Ball Bearing and Small Load at 1500RPM

Figure 40 Combo Bearing at 600RPM
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Figure 41 Combo Bearing at 900RPM

Figure 42 Combo Bearing at 1200RPM
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Figure 43 Combo Bearing at 1500RPM

Figure 44 Combo Bearing and Small Load at 600RPM
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Figure 45 Combo Bearing and Small Load at 900RPM

Figure 46 Combo Bearing and Small Load at 1200RPM
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Figure 47 Combo Bearing and Small Load at 1500RPM

Figure 48 Big Load A1 at 600RPM
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Figure 49 Big Load A1 at 900RPM

Figure 50 Big Load A1 at 1200RPM
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Figure 51 Big Load A1 at 1500RPM

Figure 52 Big Load A2 at 600RPM
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Figure 53 Big Load A2 at 900RPM

Figure 54 Big Load A2 at 1200RPM
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Figure 55 Big Load A2 at 1500RPM

Visual Basic Full Code
The following is the whole Visual Basic code used for the verification of the analyzed data.
Imports System.IO
Imports System.Net.Mime.MediaTypeNames
Imports Microsoft.Office.Interop
Imports System.Runtime.InteropServices
Public Class Form1
Dim x As Integer
Dim hertz As Integer
Dim Frequency() As Double = Nothing
Dim A1() As Double = Nothing
Dim A2() As Double = Nothing
Dim maxA1() As Double = Nothing
Dim maxA2() As Double = Nothing
Private Sub Button1_Click(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles Button1.Click
x = ((TextBox1.Text / 60) * 20) + 1
hertz = (TextBox1.Text / 60) * 5
' Call ShowDialog.
Dim result As DialogResult = OpenFileDialog1.ShowDialog()
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Dim path As String
' Test result.
If result = Windows.Forms.DialogResult.OK Then
' Get the file name.
path = OpenFileDialog1.FileName
Else
End
End If

Dim eApp As Excel.Application
Dim eBook As Excel.Workbook
Dim eSheet As Excel.Worksheet
Dim eCell As Excel.Range
eApp = New Excel.Application
eBook = eApp.Workbooks.Open(path)
eSheet = eBook.Worksheets(1)
eCell = eSheet.UsedRange
Dim eCellArray As System.Array = eCell.Value
'Dim y As String = eCellArray(1, 1)
For i = 2 To x
ReDim Preserve Frequency(i - 2)
Frequency(i - 2) = eCellArray(i, 1)
Next
For i = 2 To x
ReDim Preserve A1(i - 2)
A1(i - 2) = eCellArray(i, 3)
Next
For i = 2 To x
ReDim Preserve A2(i - 2)
A2(i - 2) = eCellArray(i, 2)
Next

Dim maxFrequency1() As Double = Nothing
Dim max1() As Double = Nothing
For i = 1 To 3
Dim values As Double() = {A1((hertz * i) - 2), A1((hertz * i) - 1), A1(hertz * i), A1((hertz * i) + 1), A1((hertz * i)
+ 2)}
ReDim Preserve max1(i - 1)
ReDim Preserve maxFrequency1(i - 1)
ReDim Preserve maxA1(i - 1)
max1(i - 1) = (hertz * i) + Array.IndexOf(values, values.Max) - 2
maxFrequency1(i - 1) = Frequency(max1(i - 1))
maxA1(i - 1) = A1(max1(i - 1))
Next

Dim maxFrequency2() As Double = Nothing
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Dim max2() As Double = Nothing
For i = 1 To 3
Dim values As Double() = {A2((hertz * i) - 2), A2((hertz * i) - 1), A2(hertz * i), A2((hertz * i) + 1), A2((hertz * i)
+ 2)}
ReDim Preserve max2(i - 1)
ReDim Preserve maxFrequency2(i - 1)
ReDim Preserve maxA2(i - 1)
max2(i - 1) = (hertz * i) + Array.IndexOf(values, values.Max) - 2
maxFrequency2(i - 1) = Frequency(max2(i - 1))
maxA2(i - 1) = A2(max2(i - 1))
Next
Checkconditions()
End Sub
Public Sub Checkconditions()
Dim A1X1 As Double = Nothing
Dim A1X2 As Double = Nothing
Dim A1X3 As Double = Nothing
Dim A2X1 As Double = Nothing
Dim A2X2 As Double = Nothing
Dim A2X3 As Double = Nothing
Dim i As Integer = 0
If TextBox1.Text = 600 Then
A1X1 = 0.000523
A1X2 = 0.000152
A1X3 = 0.000224
A2X1 = 0.000131
A2X2 = 0.000341
A2X3 = 0.000039

If maxA2(0) > 5.57 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 15.52 * A2X1 And maxA2(1) > 0.72 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 2.34
* A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.61 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 9.31 * A2X3 And maxA1(0) > 2.63 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) <
10.43 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.86 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 5.28 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.54 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 3.07 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 1 . Severity: low")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 4.05 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 14.5 * A2X1 And maxA2(1) > 0.66 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 3.34
* A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.2 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 3.05 * A2X3 And maxA1(0) > 1.8 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 9.52
* A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.55 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 3.9 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.26 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 1.29 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 2 . Severity: low")
i += 1
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End If
If maxA2(0) > 11.58 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 37.3 * A2X1 And maxA2(1) > 1.14 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) <
52.46 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 6.18 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 52.8 * A2X3 And maxA1(0) > 4.28 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) <
25.32 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 1.94 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 533.08 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 6.13 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 113.8 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 1 . Severity: High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 8.27 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 36.81 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.98 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 15.57 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.57 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 2.71 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 3.14 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 27.54 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.73 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 13.46 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.53 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 2.38 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 2 . Severity: High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 0.23 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 1.15 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.58 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 4.33 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.5 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 3.52 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 0.7 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 1.34 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.87 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 3.7 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.29 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 1.44 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: performance deterioration of ball bearing close to accelerometer 2 . Severity: High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 12.31 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 21.52 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 1.8 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 16.22 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 1.33 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 23.31 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 2.91 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 18.25 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 1.44 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 10.98 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.64 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 4.78 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: combination - ball bearing failure and eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer
2 . Severity: Very High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 0.22 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 5.81 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.53 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 4.45 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 1.36 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 8.95 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 0.13 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 1.47 * A1X1 And
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maxA1(1) > 0.79 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 4.62 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.74 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 2.09 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: performance deterioration of combo bearing close to accelerometer 2 . Severity:
High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 12.56 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 51.36 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 1.8 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 18.63 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 2.88 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 30.54 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 4.1 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 17.63 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.08 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 11.23 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 1.8 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 4.13 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: combination - combo bearing failure and eccentric load on rotor close to
accelerometer 2 . Severity: Very High")
i += 1
End If
End If
If TextBox1.Text = 900 Then
A1X1 = 0.0017
A1X2 = 0.000098
A1X3 = 0.000334
A2X1 = 0.002318
A2X2 = 0.000104
A2X3 = 0.00025
If maxA2(0) > 5.57 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 15.52 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.72 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 2.34 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.61 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 9.31 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 2.63 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 10.43 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.86 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 5.28 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.54 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 3.07 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 1 . Severity: low")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 4.0 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 15.0 * A2X1 And maxA2(1) > 0.6 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 3.4 *
A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.15 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 3.1 * A2X3 And maxA1(0) > 1.5 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 9.6 *
A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.5 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 4.0 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.2 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 1.4 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 2 . Severity: low")
i += 1
End If
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If maxA2(0) > 11.58 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 37.3 * A2X1 And maxA2(1) > 1.14 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) <
52.46 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 6.18 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 52.8 * A2X3 And maxA1(0) > 4.28 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) <
25.32 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 1.94 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 533.08 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 6.13 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 113.8 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 1 . Severity: High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 8.27 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 36.81 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.98 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 15.57 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.57 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 2.71 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 3.14 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 27.54 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.73 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 13.46 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.53 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 2.38 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 2 . Severity: High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 0.23 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 1.15 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.58 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 4.33 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.5 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 3.52 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 0.7 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 1.34 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.87 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 3.7 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.29 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 1.44 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: performance deterioration of ball bearing close to accelerometer 2 . Severity: High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 12.31 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 21.52 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 1.8 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 16.22 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 1.33 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 23.31 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 2.91 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 18.25 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 1.44 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 10.98 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.64 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 4.78 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: combination - ball bearing failure and eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer
2 . Severity: Very High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 0.22 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 5.81 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.53 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 4.45 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 1.36 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 8.95 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 0.13 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 1.47 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.79 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 4.62 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.74 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 2.09 * A1X3 Then
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MessageBox.Show("Error: performance deterioration of combo bearing close to accelerometer 2 . Severity:
High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 12.5 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 51.5 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 1.6 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 19.0 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 2.5 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 31.0 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 4.0 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 18.0 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.05 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 11.5 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 1.5 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 4.5 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: combination - combo bearing failure and eccentric load on rotor close to
accelerometer 2 . Severity: Very High")
i += 1
End If
End If
If TextBox1.Text = 1200 Then
A1X1 = 0.004812
A1X2 = 0.000277
A1X3 = 0.001782
A2X1 = 0.005477
A2X2 = 0.001206
A2X3 = 0.000814
If maxA2(0) > 8.5 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 9.0 * A2X1 And maxA2(1) > 0.7 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 1.0 *
A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.9 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 1.0 * A2X3 And maxA1(0) > 6.5 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 7.0 *
A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 1.5 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 2.0 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.8 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 0.9 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 1 . Severity: low")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 8.8 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 9.3 * A2X1 And maxA2(1) > 1.5 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 2.0 *
A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.2 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 0.3 * A2X3 And maxA1(0) > 7.5 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 8.0 *
A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 3.5 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 4.0 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.8 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 1.0 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 2 . Severity: low")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 11.58 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 37.3 * A2X1 And maxA2(1) > 1.14 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) <
52.46 * A2X2 And
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maxA2(2) > 6.18 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 52.8 * A2X3 And maxA1(0) > 4.28 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) <
25.32 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 1.94 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 533.08 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 6.13 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 113.8 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 1 . Severity: High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 8.27 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 36.81 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.98 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 15.57 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.57 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 2.71 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 3.14 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 27.54 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.73 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 13.46 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.53 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 2.38 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 2 . Severity: High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 0.23 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 1.15 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.58 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 4.33 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.5 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 3.52 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 0.7 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 1.34 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.87 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 3.7 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.29 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 1.44 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: performance deterioration of ball bearing close to accelerometer 2 . Severity: High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 12.31 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 21.52 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 1.8 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 16.22 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 1.33 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 23.31 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 2.91 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 18.25 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 1.44 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 10.98 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.64 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 4.78 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: combination - ball bearing failure and eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer
2 . Severity: Very High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 0.22 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 5.81 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.53 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 4.45 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 1.36 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 8.95 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 0.13 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 1.47 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.79 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 4.62 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.74 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 2.09 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: performance deterioration of combo bearing close to accelerometer 2 . Severity:
High")
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i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 12.56 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 51.36 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 1.8 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 18.63 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 2.88 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 30.54 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 4.1 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 17.63 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.08 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 11.23 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 1.8 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 4.13 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: combination - combo bearing failure and eccentric load on rotor close to
accelerometer 2 . Severity: Very High")
i += 1
End If
End If
If TextBox1.Text = 1500 Then
A1X1 = 0.004936
A1X2 = 0.000497
A1X3 = 0.003521
A2X1 = 0.005072
A2X2 = 0.001217
A2X3 = 0.001865
If maxA2(0) > 5.57 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 15.52 * A2X1 And maxA2(1) > 0.72 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 2.34
* A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.61 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 9.31 * A2X3 And maxA1(0) > 2.63 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) <
10.43 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.86 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 5.28 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.54 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 3.07 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 1 . Severity: low")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 4.05 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 14.5 * A2X1 And maxA2(1) > 0.66 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 3.34
* A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.2 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 3.05 * A2X3 And maxA1(0) > 1.8 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 9.52
* A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.55 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 3.9 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.26 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 1.29 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 2 . Severity: low")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 11.58 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 37.3 * A2X1 And maxA2(1) > 1.14 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) <
52.46 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 6.18 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 52.8 * A2X3 And maxA1(0) > 4.28 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) <
25.32 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 1.94 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 533.08 * A1X2 And
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maxA1(2) > 6.13 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 113.8 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 1 . Severity: High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 8.27 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 36.81 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.98 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 15.57 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.57 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 2.71 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 3.14 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 27.54 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.73 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 13.46 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.53 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 2.38 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: Eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer 2 . Severity: High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 0.23 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 1.15 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.58 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 4.33 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 0.5 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 3.52 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 0.7 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 1.34 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.87 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 3.7 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.29 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 1.44 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: performance deterioration of ball bearing close to accelerometer 2 . Severity: High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 12.31 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 21.52 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 1.8 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 16.22 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 1.33 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 23.31 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 2.91 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 18.25 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 1.44 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 10.98 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.64 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 4.78 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: combination - ball bearing failure and eccentric load on rotor close to accelerometer
2 . Severity: Very High")
i += 1
End If
If maxA2(0) > 0.22 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 5.81 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 0.53 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 4.45 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 1.36 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 8.95 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 0.13 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 1.47 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.79 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 4.62 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 0.74 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 2.09 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: performance deterioration of combo bearing close to accelerometer 2 . Severity:
High")
i += 1
End If
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If maxA2(0) > 12.56 * A2X1 And maxA2(0) < 51.36 * A2X1 And
maxA2(1) > 1.8 * A2X2 And maxA2(1) < 18.63 * A2X2 And
maxA2(2) > 2.88 * A2X3 And maxA2(2) < 30.54 * A2X3 And
maxA1(0) > 4.1 * A1X1 And maxA1(0) < 17.63 * A1X1 And
maxA1(1) > 0.08 * A1X2 And maxA1(1) < 11.23 * A1X2 And
maxA1(2) > 1.8 * A1X3 And maxA1(2) < 4.13 * A1X3 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error: combination - combo bearing failure and eccentric load on rotor close to
accelerometer 2 . Severity: Very High")
i += 1
End If
End If
If i > 1 Then
MessageBox.Show("Error can be either of the earlier, check for the higher severity first")
End If
End Sub
Private Sub RadioButton1_CheckedChanged(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles
RadioButton1.CheckedChanged
If RadioButton1.Checked = True Then
RadioButton2.Checked = False
RadioButton3.Checked = False
RadioButton4.Checked = False
RadioButton5.Checked = False
TextBox1.Text = 600
End If
End Sub
Private Sub RadioButton2_CheckedChanged(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles
RadioButton2.CheckedChanged
If RadioButton2.Checked = True Then
RadioButton1.Checked = False
RadioButton3.Checked = False
RadioButton4.Checked = False
RadioButton5.Checked = False
TextBox1.Text = 900
End If
End Sub
Private Sub RadioButton3_CheckedChanged(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles
RadioButton3.CheckedChanged
If RadioButton3.Checked = True Then
RadioButton1.Checked = False
RadioButton2.Checked = False
RadioButton4.Checked = False
RadioButton5.Checked = False
TextBox1.Text = 1200
End If
End Sub
Private Sub RadioButton4_CheckedChanged(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles
RadioButton4.CheckedChanged
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If RadioButton4.Checked = True Then
RadioButton1.Checked = False
RadioButton2.Checked = False
RadioButton3.Checked = False
RadioButton5.Checked = False
TextBox1.Text = 1500
End If
End Sub
Private Sub RadioButton5_CheckedChanged(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles
RadioButton5.CheckedChanged
If RadioButton5.Checked = True Then
RadioButton2.Checked = False
RadioButton3.Checked = False
RadioButton4.Checked = False
RadioButton1.Checked = False
TextBox1.Text = TextBox2.Text
End If
End Sub
'Private Sub TextBox2_TextChanged(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles TextBox2.TextChanged
' If TextBox2.Text = Nothing Then
'
MessageBox.Show("please enter the speed other than 600, 900, 1200, 1500 in the textbox adjacent to other")
' ElseIf TextBox2.Text = 600 Or 900 Or 1200 Or 1500 Then
'
MessageBox.Show("please check the appropriate radiobutton for the speed specified")
' ElseIf Not TextBox2.Text = 600 Or 900 Or 1200 Or 1500 Or Nothing Then
'
TextBox1.Visible = False
'
If TextBox2.Text < 900 And TextBox2.Text <> 600 Then
'
TextBox1.Text = 600
'
ElseIf TextBox2.Text > 900 And TextBox2.Text < 1200 Then
'
TextBox1.Text = 900
'
ElseIf TextBox2.Text > 1200 And TextBox2.Text < 1500 Then
'
TextBox1.Text = 1200
'
ElseIf TextBox2.Text > 1500 Then
'
TextBox1.Text = 1500
'
End If
' End If
'End Sub
End Class

